The Hepatopancreaticobiliary (HPB) Program at Carolinas Medical Center provides comprehensive care with a multidisciplinary approach, allowing patients to benefit from the expertise of many specialists and support services. THE HPB PROGRAM IS COMPOSED OF A TEAM OF PHYSICIANS, ACADEMIC FELLOWS, NURSE PRACTITIONERS AND NURSES WHO PROVIDE SPECIALIZED CARE TO PATIENTS WITH DISEASES OF THE LIVER, BILIARY TRACT AND PANCREAS.
Liver and pancreatic disease is becoming increasingly complex, and patients with these conditions face critical decisions. As a result, Carolinas Medical Center (CMC) offers the latest techniques and technologies in treating HPB disease, including interventional radiology, medical oncology, therapeutic endoscopy and radiation therapy. In fact, CMC is one of only a few hospitals across the nation to utilize microwave ablative therapies to treat liver cancer and the daVinci® Robotic System to treat pancreatic disease.

Our nationally-recognized, fellowship-trained physicians are also highly experienced in the use of minimally invasive techniques.

THE HEPATOPANCREATICOBILIARY (HPB) PROGRAM

Our nationally-recognized, fellow ship-trained physicians are also highly experienced in the use of minimally invasive techniques.

OUR PHYSICIAN TEAM INCLUDES:

David A. Iannitti, MD, FACS
HPB surgeon and chief of the HPB surgery program, specializing in hepatic tumor ablation, hepatocellular carcinoma and minimally invasive HPB surgery.

John B. Martinie, MD, FACS
Hepatopancreaticobiliary Surgeon, specializing in laparoscopic robotic surgery.

David Sindram, MD, PhD
Hepatopancreaticobiliary Surgeon

COMMONLY Treated CONDITIONS
- Hepatocellular carcinoma (liver cancer)
- Cirrhosis
- Portal hyertension
- Fatty liver disease
- Metabolic disorders
- Hepatitis
- Cystic liver disease
- Sarcoidosis
- Hemochromatosis
- Pancreatic cancer
- Pancreatitis

PROCEDURES/LATEST TECHNOLOGIES
- Whipple with vascular resection with reconstruction
- Laparoscopic/robotic pancreatic resection
- Extended liver resections
- Biliary resection and reconstructions
- Complex cholecystectomy
- ERCP with biliary endoscopy
- Radiofrequency ablation/microwave ablation
- Robotic surgery
- Minimally invasive approach to HPB surgery
- Transarterial chemo/radioembolization

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE HPB PROGRAM, PLEASE CALL 704-355-1813.